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The fourth book in the ARMS series! The Earthers have taken full control of Eden. And with her

comes the titanium resources required to rebuild their fleets. Is the war between New Earth and

Domicile on the verge of restarting? Is it too late to be stopped? Do Harris and his team have the

means? All support is lost as their government, their media, and their people, turn against them

while pointing fingers of blame. Only, are the Earthers the real enemy?Also available from this

author:SODIUM SeriesA six-book series that takes Man from his first encounter with aliens all the

way to a fight for our all-out survival. Do we have what it takes to rule the galaxy?AMP SeriesCast a

thousand years into the future beyond SODIUM. This eight-book series chronicles the struggles of

Don Grange, a simple package deliveryman, who is thrust into an unimaginable role in the fight

against our enemies. Can we win peace and freedom after a thousand years of war?OMEGA

SeriesCast a thousand years into the future beyond AMP. The Alliance is crumbling. When

corruption and politics threaten to throw the allied galaxies into chaos, Knog Beutcher gets caught in

the middle. Follow along as our hero is thrust into roles that he never expected or sought.

Espionage, intrigue, political assassinations, rebellions and full-on revolutions, they are all coming to

Knog Beutcher&apos;s world!HADRON SeriesHADRON is a modern day story unrelated to the

SODIUM-AMP-OMEGA trilogy series. After scientists using the Large Hadron Collider discover dark

matter, the world is plunged into chaos. Massive waves of electromagnetic interference take out all

grid power and forms of communication the world over. Cities go dark, food and water supplies are

quickly used up, and marauders rule the highways. One group of citizens takes a stand. Can they

make a difference? And the devastating EM waves, where are they coming from? After months of

starvation, a benevolent species arrive in their spaceships to rescue the Human race. Only, are they

really so benevolent?ARMS SeriesARMS is set in the future where Earth was nearing an

apocalyptic event. Two competing colony ships were built, taking five million inhabitants each

through a wormhole to a pair of newly discovered planets. The planets were settled and not long

after the colonies looked to the surrounding star systems for ownership and expansion, which led to

a centuries long war between them. A truce was declared after the aggressor side began to lose

ground.Tawnish Freely and Harris Gruberg are genetically engineered Biomarines. Their lives have

been dedicated to fighting the war. They find themselves struggling to find work among a population

that fears them. Work is found only by delving into the delivery of illegal arms to the outer colonies.

Things go awry when they discover their illicit dealings may just be the catalyst that brings back the

Great War. They are determined to prevent that from happening.
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As with the previous three books I thought this was a very good one. I liked the interaction of the

characters. I find these stories to a fast moving. I like the fact that there are many sub plots within

this story to prevent it from getting boring with one long situation that is trying to be resolved.

Looking forward to reading the next book in this series.

Not this time. Weapons research producing unexpected bonuses, AI bots fighting battles. What

more could you ask for? BE assured, after reading Eden Lost you will be on the edge of your seat

awaiting the next installment.

As usual this book is a very, very good story. Have been reading this series and it is a lot of fun. The

characters are exciting and interesting. I can't wait till the next book.

This truly is worthwhile reading. Would recommend it to anyone who likes Sci fi, particularly military



stuff.I have been plowing through, now to number 5.

Love these books! Once again action packed characters you can enjoy. Great entertainment

appropriate for young or old!

Very good Ã°ÂŸÂ‘Â• it keeps your attention and I liked the banter between the marines. When is the

next one coming out?

Stephen Arseneault deals out another winner! I am enjoying this series immensely! Looking forward

to next book.

Keep it going
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